To find N-soliton solutions of the K.d.V. equation, a method which can be also applicable to the so-called K.d.V.-like equation is presented. This equation belongs to another series than the class of equations solvable bv inverse scattering method for Schrodinger equation. § 1. Introduction
As already known, the most general and ingeneous method for finding the solution of the K.d.V. equation is the inverse scattering method. 1 > However, the real calculation itself is so difficult that the analytic form is given only in the · case where the solution consists of finitely many solitons. 2 
where suffix x (or t) denotes the differentiation with respect to x (or t). Introducing ~ by u=~,
we have (3) where without loss of generality we have put the integral constant zero. Following the Hopf-Cole transformation 7 > which makes Burgers's equation 8 Naturally we cannot make the right hand side of Eq. (5) zero for a several-solito n solution. For the case of a finite-many-s oliton solution, following the idea of renormalizati on we introduce a linear operator L, where L depends on the operand function and not on time factor (we assume Lz = 0). Adding (L¢/¢)z on both sides of Eq. To 'have a linear equation, we must choose L depending on ¢ which eliminates the right-hand side of Eq. (8). As we only want to have a finitely-many -soliton solution, we assume the form of ¢ as
Substituting this into the right-hand side of Eq. (8), we have the condition for L,
The time-depende nce of A, can be given by linear equation To have an N-soliton solution, we assume the following explicit form for !jJ:
The correctness of thi-s assumption will be proved by the fact that we can really find the solution within this assumption. 
{I}-am-1
here m>2 is the number of elements of set {l} and Il~i~> stands for the products of each pair i, j which is the element of set {l}. The fact that these forms of the a's really satisfy Eq. (14) can be proved as follows. We pick up the parts which have the same x-dependence and t-dependence. The typical term is 
here m0 is the number of elements of a set {/0} and m is that of a set {/}.
Introducing the following form
where the 0" /s take the values + 1 and -1, the vanishing of (20) is equivalent to the vanishing of summation of GI ( {O"i}) over the 0"/s:
which is proved in the Appendix of this paper according to Hirota's 3 l method with a little modification. Now we have an N-soliton solution
where c/JN can be written explicitly by Eqs. (15), (17) 
-like equation
In this section, we start with the following equation: 
= -ai{z}a 1 {z}(Pt-PJ) (-F[Pt-P 1] +F[pi] -F[pJ]).
(37) From this we have 
IIM>O'tO'j(O'tPt+O'iPJ) {-F[O'tPt+O'iPJ] +O'tF[Pt] +O'jF[PJ]} (40b)
Now, we specify the operator function F. It is easy to see that if we choose
we get a usual K. 6 l Naturally we cannot say that our fifth-order K.d.V.-like equation cannot be solved by inverse scattering method. If we can construct the series of conserved quantities, perhaps we find some operator whose inverse scattering problem enables us to solve our equation. The purpose of this paper is not in that point. Therefore we cannot discuss that point.
where double primes denote the exclusion of i and j. In this case, trivially nonvanishing terms come from 6 1 = -1. In Eq. (A· 6) the first summation over {o"}" will vanish because g is symmetric about the change of signs of all 6''s, so we have the vanishing property of {6}"-sum of g even for one 6' fixed. The second summation also vanishes because the summand is antisymmetric about the change of signs of all 6's. Thus p 1 is the double zero of Gfml (z). Because of {6}'-summation,
-p 1 is also the double zero, and zero is also the double zero of Gfml It is easy to see that
JE{I 0} '
Further we have 
-like equation
In this case, the identity (50) is equivalent to the following identity:
with We prove this identity by the same method as before. Putting some (J iPi = z, we write a ( 4 (m -1) + 5) th polynomial of z as follows: Here Pr~( 2 p 1 means that p 1 is replaced by ( 2 p 1 , Naturally our identity is correct even for the complex P/s. As discussed before, vanishing property of {0'}-sum is also true for one 0' fixed. Thus we have (A·27a) Following the same reasoning as in the previous cases, we have
